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Please be reminded
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counselling and emotional support services at any time
during your cancer journey.
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Introduction
Finding out you have cancer is very difficult and you need to give yourself
and your family time to come to grips with this new reality. Just be gentle
and give yourself time as this period is very stressful and filled with so
much uncertainty. There is no right or wrong way of doing this. Just be
yourself and give yourself space to be real and authentic. The emotional
impact is huge, and you will have different feelings all the time.
Tips
1. Talk to people you trust; you can’t do this alone. If you are struggling,
ask for help and see a counsellor at the Cancercare practice or a
psychologist that understands cancer treatment. Choose who YOU
want to support you.
2. People may keep telling you to be positive when in fact that is the
last thing you can do at the time. Our advice is be real and authentic.
Remember everyone reacts to having cancer differently, there is no
right or wrong way. Whatever you feel is 100% normal.

Empower yourself with knowledge
Having cancer does not mean you will die; many thousands of
people worldwide recover from cancer and are living normal lives
and you need to be aware of this.
Ask your team to get a survivor of your type of cancer to chat with you.
Having a cancer buddy is helpful and can provide you with some helpful
information about this journey because he or she has lived through it.
Ask your oncologist and surgeon questions – no question is silly. The
better you understand what is going on, the better you will be able to
cope with treatment challenges.
Learn about the blood tests that are done – these tests give us information
of how the chemo is impacting your body. If your blood counts are low,
you will not be able to have treatment as the risk of infection will be too
high.
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Be part of your own treatment team and ask your parent to keep you
informed.
Always take somebody along to see your oncologist to help you listen
and to ask the questions you need to be answered.

Dealing with emotions
Allow yourself space to deal with emotions and get help if you are
struggling.

Your active involvement in your cancer treatment and journey is an
important part of leaning to cope with this process of living with cancer
and getting through the treatment.

•
•
•
•

Plan for fun – go out with friends and do not isolate yourself. Reward
yourself after treatment goals are reached.
Spirituality – if this is important to you, pay attention to these needs.
Make time for family and friends – ask for what you need and be
open with them. They only want what is best for you and no favour
will be too big or too small.
Make space for creativity – although not everyone is an artist or
writer or musician, finding opportunities for creative expression may
help you share your deepest thoughts and feelings. Make a video
diary of your journey. Write a poem. Sketch some drawings. Or make
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•

•

•
•

your own special playlist.
Dealing with sexual issues – your whole life is impacted by the
cancer and so you can expect your libido to be low. Discuss this with
your doctor. Once treatment is over, you should find that these issues
go away.
Fertility issues – chemotherapy and some types of surgery may
impact your fertility, so please discuss this with the oncologist and
surgeon – there may be an opportunity to harvest and bank eggs
and sperm.
Always remember that healing is more than being cancer-free.
Make each day count.
Look at the MacMillan website Thinking too as a resource to
start exploring your emotions: https://www.macmillan.org.
uk/_images/Hopes%20and%20%20fears_persn%20tool_EA_
tcm9-326691.pdf
https://www.macmillan.org.uk/information-and-suppor t/
audience/teens-and-young-adults/cancer-types/all

Tips to give to your friends
1. Supporting your friend who has cancer can be hard, as it is hard to
know what to say and your friend’s hardship may also impact your
own emotional state. It forces you to have thoughts of life and death
and emotions of sadness, fear and even anger. For you to be a good
supporter, you also need support so find someone you can talk to
as well.
2. Teens/young adults need the support of their peers and when they
are ill, this need may become more important as they feel isolated at
home or in hospital. Being a teenager/young adult is hard enough,
so when they are ill it is even more difficult, and they often find it
hard to ask for what they need. The emotions are so overwhelming
and daunting, so your support and friendship and loyalty will help
normalise the crisis they are experiencing.
3. Remember, you can’t fix it – just be there and listen and don’t stay
away because you don’t know what to say. Just be yourself and show
your empathy by saying something like, “This is hectic, and I am not
sure how I can help but I am here for you.”
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Support tips for friends
Become informed about cancer – Learn more about cancer
and its treatment: https://www.thenccs.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/03/education-guide-friends-teens-with-cancer.
pdf
Offer to be the information-go-to person
Offer to run a WhatsApp group to keep the friend informed with what’s
up. This type of support is great – get the e-mails and telephone
numbers from the family to you make sure you include the people they
feel comfortable with.

Be yourself and use humour
Don’t be afraid to be silly and weird. Humour is always a good medicine.
If your friend is feeling low on energy, which is common during treatment,
bring in the fun and turn up the silliness. Your friend needs you to just
hang out with them, watch a movie, chat, listen to music and just be
there.
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Make a care package
Find out from the family what your friend’s needs are and get the friends
group to all contribute to a care pack/survival pack full of treats and fun
items. Make a special playlist of your friend’s special songs.
Remember the brothers and sisters
If your friend has brothers and/or sisters, spend some time with them.
They probably feel many of the things you do, so you may be able to help
each other through it.

Help with schoolwork/university notes
Offer to help your friend with homework or tutoring. Something as simple
as taking good notes (or asking someone else to do so if your friend
is not in your class) can be a huge help. Keep your friend updated on
what’s happening at school (schoolwork as well as the social scene).
Create a blog or special treatment diary
Have friends and family members contribute to a blog — or, offline, a
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small notebook — with funny or meaningful stories, quotes and news.
Let it be a fun reminder of how much your friend means to everyone
and how eager you are for his/her recovery so you can keep making
memories! Consider adding pictures and making it look like a celebrity
magazine about your friend.
Take care of yourself
As your friend’s cancer will have an effect on you, you should be aware
of your own emotional needs. Why not keep a diary or journal of your
own journey during your friend’s illness? Or you can talk to an adult you
trust.
The most important is thing is to be there for your friend, in whatever
way feels comfortable to you.

https://kidshealth.org/en/teens/friend-cancer.html
https://www.teenagecancertrust.org/get-help/ive-got-cancer/
stories-others
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Resources
Support apps
We recommend you get the Cancer Dojo App at: https://cancerdojo.
com/
It is a great tool that empowers cancer sufferers to play an active role
in their cancer treatments, and helps them strengthen their immune
system to cope better with the cancer treatment: https://www.facebook.
com/CancerDojo/
Ask the oncology social worker for a voucher for this app, as it is quite
expensive.
Belong
https://belong.life/
General support resources
The Macmillan website is very useful as it has information about your
cancer, emotional coping, your type of chemotherapy and other practical
tips that will assist in your healing journey. The information is trustworthy,
good, evidence-based medical information that is updated regularly.
They also have some great videos of survivors sharing their stories.
https://www.macmillan.org.uk/information-and-support/audience/teensand-young-adults
The Cancer Alliance
https://www.canceralliance.co.za/cancer-resources/
Cancer support helplines
https://www.canceralliance.co.za/cancer-resources/help-lines/
Support groups – Ask your treatment facility if they run support groups
or check out the websites of cancer NGOs in South Africa or online
cancer support groups.
https://www.canceralliance.co.za/cancer-resources/support-groups/
Cancer Magazine
http://www.buddiesforlife.co.za/
Love Your Nuts Foundation
http://www.loveyournuts.org/
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One-on-one support
Find out from your treatment facility whether they have individual
counselling available or ask for a referral
Some of the cancer NGOs offer individual support
Private oncology social workers or psychologists who specialise in
supporting cancer patients are also available
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